CSSAAME Special Section Submission Guidelines

Dear Special Section Organizer,

We are delighted that you have chosen to submit your collection of essays to CSSAAME. To avoid complications during the review process, we ask that you adhere to the following guidelines. We are unable to review Special Sections that do not conform to them.

1. The editor of the special section should ensure that all individual contributions follow the general submission guidelines for the journal, available here, together with the CSSAAME style guide available on that page.
2. All authors should submit their essays individually at the same time via Editorial Manager, accompanied by an introduction authored by the editor of the section.
3. The introduction should explain the section’s theme, making clear its conceptual and methodological arc, and summarize how each paper contributes to the theme.
4. The section editor should include with the introduction abstracts for the individual contributions and for the introduction. Abstracts should not exceed 150 words.
5. The section editor is responsible for ensuring that authors submit their essays promptly. We are unable to send any of the pieces to review until all contributors have submitted.
6. Please inform authors that participation in a special section does not guarantee publication. Special sections undergo the same review process as independent submissions.

As stated on our website, CSSAAME aims to produce content that is not only thoughtful but also well written and accessible to a multidisciplinary audience. Therefore, clear, well-articulated, jargon-free prose will be highly valued when submissions are evaluated. Because we receive a large number of submissions each year, our response time is generally eight to ten months. CSSAAME has a blind submissions policy. Submit manuscripts as Microsoft Word files online at www.editorialmanager.com/cssaame. Send correspondence to cssaame@dukeupress.edu.

We look forward to receiving your section,

CSSAAME Editorial Team